STAR RN
Risk neutral economic scenario generator

STAR RN places powerful economic
models in an easy-to-use user
interface which makes the process
of generating risk neutral scenarios
simple. STAR RN produces a key input
for market-consistent balance sheets
and a variety of valuation applications.

An introduction to STAR RN
STAR RN is a risk neutral economic scenario generator
(ESG) and forms part of Willis Towers Watson’s STAR ESG
suite of economic modelling tools. A risk neutral ESG forms
a vital input for any application requiring market-consistent
valuation of financial options and guarantees. For insurers,
this typically means valuing policyholder liabilities where
there are embedded options and guarantees and where
deterministic approaches won’t work. The principles of
market-consistent valuation are widespread in financial
reporting and elsewhere, for example Solvency II,
embedded values and guarantee pricing.

Other tools in the STAR ESG suite
Risk neutral scenarios are useful for marketconsistent valuations, but in other instances ESG
modelling requires a real world model, for example,
if you need a realistic, forward-looking view that
takes into account both the historical and statistical
behaviour of markets. The STAR ESG suite also
includes the sister STAR RW model designed
specifically for that purpose. More information on
the full suite of STAR ESG tools is available on our
website, or you can ask your regular consultant or
contact us directly. Contact details can be found at
the end of this brochure.

Why choose STAR RN as your economic scenario
generator?
STAR RN is a modelling solution that offers you:


Fast and powerful modelling in a single package

A painless operational fit to your business that integrates
and automates


Support from a firm you can trust

Fast and powerful modelling
in a single package
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A painless operational fit
to your business

The support of a firm
you can trust

Fast and powerful modelling in a single package
STAR RN makes use of advanced mathematical models
which use well-tested academic research adapted to our
specific requirements. It gives you the ability to calibrate
risk neutral scenarios to your own data and assumptions
using bespoke algorithms. This allows modelling in a
multi-currency, multi-asset framework including equities
and property, interest rates, credit, inflation and FX. The
ability to build asset portfolios is also included, making the
modelling process much simpler.

STAR RN can also simulate at high speeds using efficient
simulation routines with variance reduction embedded and
automated. By researching and building our own bespoke
models in a dedicated platform, we are able to achieve high
performance and ultimately deliver end results as quickly as
needed.
Results need to be not just fast but accurate and supported
by validation tests. STAR RN builds in a comprehensive
range of standard validation tests. The built-in variance
reduction techniques significantly reduce the amount of
reruns that ESGs typically need to get good results.
All these features are combined into a single, powerful
package.

Figure 1. Fast and powerful modelling through calibration, simulation and validation
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Variance reduction
STAR RN incorporates a range of variance reduction techniques to improve accuracy without
increasing the number of scenarios. Resampling is one such technique. It uses on-the-fly martingale
testing to reduce random errors and improve the quality of scenarios.
Martingale test (green line) before resampling. The test shows significant deviation from 100%,
indicating material pricing errors.
Figure 2. Example of resampling

Martingale test (green line) after resampling. Without increasing the number of scenarios, there is
a significant increase in pricing accuracy.

Other variance reduction techniques include refining the projection timestep, antithetic sampling
and optimising the random number generation.
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STAR RN features a bespoke user interface designed to support the entire process of generating market-consistent
scenarios in an intuitive and easy-to-use environment.
STAR RN produces flexible outputs using graphical and tabular displays which can accommodate varying downstream
requirements. Users can carry out and test their own calibrations, with STAR RN providing graphical and numerical output at
each stage.
Figure 3. Graphical and numerical output showing quality of calibration

A painless operational fit to your business that
integrates and automates
STAR RN provides tools to automate the whole process
of scenario production from data input to the final
scenarios and is simple to embed into an efficient reporting
process. This makes it ideal for any use requiring multiple
sensitivities such as stress testing balance sheets or
calibrating proxy models.
Higher standards for governance and ever-tightening
reporting timescales create an increasing demand for
tools to be integrated into a controlled workflow. STAR RN
is designed for integration into your business at various
levels. For example, scenario formats can be tailored
for compatibility with different downstream systems to
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minimise additional processing. For deeper integration,
STAR RN offers an exposed application programming
interface (API) allowing it to be called by other systems,
such as our proxy modelling software RiskAgility Proxy
Modeller (RiskAgility PM) and our systems integration and
workflow platform Unify, as well as third party software.
RiskAgility PM directly integrates with STAR RN, automating
the production of both stochastic and nested stochastic
scenarios.

Figure 4. STAR RN automates scenario production and integrates with third-party systems
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Support from a firm you can trust
Financial reporting is a critical business process and so
you need to know that your software provider can give you
the support you require.

An established product backed by an
established firm
STAR RN forms part of the STAR ESG suite, comprising
a range of tools used by our clients and by our own
consultants globally for advising insurers, pension funds,
sovereign wealth funds, endowments and foundations.
Worldwide, our Investment business has over 900
consultants and the Risk Consulting and Software
business has over 1200 consultants, advising clients on
investment and risk. STAR RN benefits from internal and
external support and challenge, enabling us to update it
continuously to meet emerging needs.

Supporting our clients
Different clients have different needs and we tailor our
approach to meet those needs. We supply ongoing training
to our clients to refresh knowledge and explain new
features, and align this to individual needs. We also provide
support with challenges such as modelling a new asset
class or optimising a calibration.
Our clients receive comprehensive documentation
covering all aspects of STAR RN including a user guide,
technical model descriptions and release updates. Each
quarter we send our standard STAR RN calibration to our
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licensees and this comes with further documentation on the
calibration process, assumptions and results.
We know our clients face increasing scrutiny from
regulators, auditors and their own management and we
provide the support needed to respond.

More than just software; we deliver business
solutions
Willis Towers Watson is not just a software provider but
a global consulting firm. We care about relationships and
our mission is to change investment for the better. When
you buy a model from Willis Towers Watson you are not
just buying software from a provider but a solution from a
business partner with a vision that we think resonates with
our clients.
Our team of experts in diverse specialist fields and industry
backgrounds stand ready to help you find the best solution
for you.

Further information
To find out more, go to our website, email us at
TW.INV.Contact.STAR.ESG@willistowerswatson.com
or give us a call – we would be delighted to help you.
Tim Wilkins
+44 1737 274152
tim.wilkins@willistowerswatson.com

About Willis Towers Watson
Willis Towers Watson (NASDAQ: WLTW) is a leading global advisory, broking and
solutions company that helps clients around the world turn risk into a path for
growth. With roots dating to 1828, Willis Towers Watson has 40,000 employees
serving more than 140 countries. We design and deliver solutions that manage risk,
optimise benefits, cultivate talent, and expand the power of capital to protect and
strengthen institutions and individuals. Our unique perspective allows us to see
the critical intersections between talent, assets and ideas — the dynamic formula
that drives business performance. Together, we unlock potential. Learn more at
willistowerswatson.com.
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